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Abstract: This paper presents a part of an "Innovation Expert System, IES ". This part
automatically derives from an "arguable subtest, AST " of a claimed invention's whole test
for its satisfying "Substantive Patent Law, SPL" multimedia presentation of this AST's
"legal argument chain, LAC " - represented e.g. by the user 's voice, potentially supported
graphically. Such ASTs resp. LACs are needed in arguing, e.g. in a patent court's hearing,
about this claimed invention's aspects making it satisfying SPL, e.g. 35 USC §§
112110111021103 or in Europe EPC §§ 52-56, 69. If it is of finite FOL then all its ASTs can
automatically be generated and hence all meaningful (nonredundant) LACs required for
showing it satisfies SPL, i.e. is patent-eligible and patentable.
The IES implements the US Supreme Court's recent SPL precedents, i.e. the new
terms/notions its May o decision requires for an SPL test, namely "inventive concepts, in-Cs "
for describing the increments of usefulness of the claimed invention, and "nonpreemptiveness " for verifying its well-defined-/-foundedness. The IES's indication that a claimed
invention passes its SPL test thus is "Highest Courts proof'.
The IES and its functionality presented here are worldwide unique. They are being
implemented as prototype in a major R&D project. (see www.FSTP-expert-system.com).

1 Introduction
This paper presents an IES for invoking, for a claimed invention, any LAC - in a
multimedia presentation and logical detailedness controllable by a user of the IES, and
then accordingly automatically generated in realtime-mode by the IES (this LAC being
legally/logically mathematicall y proven correct and technically confirmed as correct by
the person of ordinary skill and creativity, "pose") - that may be, at that point in time, of
actual interest in a claimed invention's SPL test. Before any LAC invocation it must be
defined, in config-mode of the IES, by one of its users.
First the terms/notions used by this paper are introduced .
Upfront: This paper is based on the terms/notion s the US Supreme Court's Mayo
decision requires to be used in SPL testing a claimed invention if it deals with emerging
technology and hence is "model" based: Namely the resp. invention's "inventive
concepts, in-Cs" describing its usefulness increment s making it up, and its being
"nonpreemptive" asserting it is "well-founded/-defined'' . Both new terms/notion s in SPL
precedent s are indispensable if this claimed invention deals with emerging technology
subject matter, as only they enable dealing with their increased scientification, e.g. by
increasingly getting "model-based". I.e., by its May o decision the US Supreme Court increased the height of the level of development of SPL preceden ts by refining it such that
it meets the needs of emergin g technologies, not only in the US but worldwide . This
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paper leverages on that higher scientific level of legally dealing with innovations
enforced by the US Supreme Court into US SPL precedents.
Models are e.g.: The "ISO/OSI" model of telecommunications, "molecular bonding
forces" models of nano-technology, "RNAlDNA" models of genetics, "Natural
Language" models of advanced IT - some standardized, all implicitly used by SPL precedents without being aware of this. The philosophical synonym of the term model is
"paradigm", the scientific one is "reference system", e.g. "coordinate system". Using a
model/paradigm often enables describing new knowledge precisely, though it itself is not
understood
or
defined
precisely
as practiced with
mathematics'
"axioms/theorems/proofs" and physics' "laws of nature", here with SPL' s "claimed
inventions".
On top of a model a "claimed invention" alias "technical teaching, TT .O" is
considered and a "reference set, RS" for this TT.O - the elements of RS being prior art
inventions similar to TT.O - which together are denoted ".I!airofIT.O and gs, PTR".
(Schindler, Paschke, and Ramakrishna 2013) provides, for a PTR and US SPL, 10
"FSTP tests " alias an "FSTP-Test" (see FIG 2, if paper accepted) such that holds: TT.O
satisfies SPL iff it passes them all, i.e. the complete FSTP-Test - mathematically proven
(Schindler, Paschke, Ramakrishna 2013), (Schindler 2013a).
For a PTR, let "PTR-DS" denote a data structure storing all relevant functional and
nonfunctional properties ofPTR, the FSTP-Test, and all its ASTs' results on PTR.
The shortness of these definitions evidences resp. insinuates correctly: What is
presented here
• belongs to a series of other papers - as shown by the Reference List - of a major R&D
project, the FSTP project, supporting SPL precedents by Advanced IT I (Brachmann and
Levesque 2004), (Baader et al. 2010). While this paper is self-contained, its terms/notions yet are hard to understand without their discussions provided by these other
papers. Hence, there are many cross references to these papers - though the basic ideas
of this paper are independent of the precise knowledge of this "context", and
• is not SPL dependent but can cope with relaxed
paradigms.
SPL
may
be
generalized to any "First Order Logic Finite Legal Norm, FFLN" - as
defined by the next Section. This FFLN property holds for many (probably all)
inventions patented or applying for being patented. Other FFLNs, besides SPL, are
"Substantive Copyright Law, SCL" and "Substantive Trademark Law , STL",
with PTRsTL_DS c PTRsCL_DS c PTRsPL_DS (CAFC 2013), (Schindler 2014a).
As indicated above already and explained below: From the FSTP-Test may be derived
(semi-)automatically all meaningful "Legal Argument Chains, LAC s". This enormously facilitates patent practitioner' s decision making as to FFLN/SPL testing a claimed
invention.
A system based on a PTRFFLN_DS (Schindler 2013) is an "Innovation Expert System
(ltIES It ) " , if its "User Interface Entity, UIE " enables its user to access all its in-C based
"LACFFLNs". While being calibrated, e.g. when its UIEs are defined by a user of the IES,
the IES operates in "config-mode", while in its "realtime-mode" it instantly produces the
LAC invoked by one of its users and outputs its under this or another user's
acoustical/optical presentation and logics detailedness control. Both controls are in the
sequel referred to by the term "presentation control".

I

"Advanced IT" denotes IT research areas such as AI, Semantics, KR, DL, NL, ...

A PTRFFLN_DS for a claimed invention embodies of the FSTP-Test all "Arguable
Subtests, ASTs", the blueprints of all LACs. A LAC is just another presentation of an
AST. The "FFLN" is often omitted in the sequel.
As shown by FIG I, the total UIE of the IES is made-up from UIE.Ys, Y=I,2,3,oo .,
whereby any UIE.Y has 3 "Layer-Ul'E.Ys, L-VIE.Ys": Its knowledge representation
"KR-VIE.Y", its human interaction "HI-VIE.Y", and its interaction control "IeVIE.Y". In config-/realtime-mode of the IES the 3 L-UIE.Ys may be operated separately
resp. only synchronously . As to their indices see below.
An IES or its user invokes an "Interaction" between them - in this exemplary layering
of the 3 L-UIE.Ys in FIG I, not excluding their alternative layerings or their coexistence
- by a HI-UIE.Y of a LAC, this HI-UIE.Y uses via its IC-UIE.Y its KR-UIE.Y, which in
turn uses the knowledge stored by PTR-DS (Schindler 2013b), (Schindler, Paschke,
Ramakrishna 2013). Invoking a UIE.Y causes executing at least one of its "UIE.Y
Steps", which executes at least one of its "VIE.Y Moves" (see FIG I).
A LAC.Z, Z=I,2,3,oo ., needs to exist only in realtime-mode and represents the
execution of at least one sequential UIE.Y. IES implementation specific a LAC may be
generated by executing several sequential UIE.Ys - which is vastly excluded, here, for
simplicity of this paper. Thereby a LAC.Z may use a set of UIE.Ys, presenting this
LAC.Z in different "argumentative logics"/"detailedness" and/or acoustical/graphical
representations, as customized by an IES user in config-mode - between which a user
may toggle, e.g. by invoking HI-UIE.z via IC-UIEs configured to be available when
generating LAC.z.
I.e.: In config-mode of the IES, any AST is semi-automatically transformed such as to
yield in realtime-mode a specific and then further customizable LAC.Z presentation, i.e.
transformed into one or several L-UIE.Ys standing for various logics and/or multimedia
presentations of this AST - as later needed by e.g. a judge , examiner, lawyer, inventor,
investor. In realtime-mode a user then may toggle between these UIE.Ys for emphasizing
and/or highlighting aspects of this LAC.Z.
FIG I shows a LAC.Z, its AST.Z, and its single sequential UIE.Ys, any HI-UIE.Y
comprising one or several sequential and/or alternative "representational" steps/moves.
While an AST.Z and its one or several sequential UIE.Ys, once defined/generated semiautomatically in config-mode, exist permanently in the IES, its LAC.Z actually needs to
exist only when being invoked - but this question of the flightiness/permanence of LACs
is ignored in the sequel. In total: What is said about UIE.Ys may apply, IES
implementation dependent, also for their steps/moves in HI-UIE.Ys, potentially also their
IC-IKR-UIE.Ys.
Concluding this introduction a remark is in place: As to the new technique of
scientifically unquestionable "innovation evaluation" provided by the IES and arguing
about it - in particular its capability to automatically present in realtime all then relevant
LACs, e.g. in arguing about an invention's SPL conformance, for any aspect all existing
LAC showing it passes the SPL test. I.e.: The IES does not provide "yet another user
interface" for an application specific data base system. The IES - and its (semi-)automatic
AST to LACs transformation capability described by this paper - namely is a system for
identifying/describing mathematical sub-physical truths (Schindler 2013c), (Schindler
2013d) characterizing innovations the way required by Highest Courts for deciding their
deserving protection by IPRs. Mentally, the IES represents not only an endeavor
successfully never undertaken before. But, based on the US Highest Courts only recently
dramatically refined SPL precedents for meeting the emerging technology needs -
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absolutely impossible without serious theoretical investigations of the equally emerging
mental/intellectual problems, performed by the FSTP project - the IES has implemented
these theoretical insights, in particular by its FSTP-Test.

2 LACs FOR AN INVENTION's SPL TEST
This paper shows that and how any AST.Z of a PTR's TT.O under FFLN test is transformed into its peer LAC.Z resp. the UIE.Ys of both. This is possible only as the IES is
PTR-DS based, i.e. may leverage on the FSTP-Test of PTR. This enables, in the IES calibration in config-mode, to automatically identify all AST.Zs ofTT.O (see below).
Performing, for a PTR-DS, this KR transformation of the set of all AST.Zs into the set
of their peer LAC.Zs, any LAC.Z potentially available in several customized presentations and/or logics detailedness as determined in config-mode - and to be further
customizable in realtime-mode by a user by toggling it between this LAC.Z's UIE.Ys
and/or their steps/moves (see FIG 1) - is evidently quite different from and much simpler
than the "general argument recognition" problem (Ashley and Walker 2013): Here the
arguments necessary and sufficient for deciding whether an invention satisfies SPL are
provided by their AST blueprints, i.e. basically the results of its FSTP-Test, while
nothing alike has been isolated first, there. Whether the knowledge addressed in (Ashley
and Walker 2013) may be presented as a PTRFFLN_DS is not an issue, here. If some
additional limitations are acceptable, this should be possible, partially at least.
(Schindler, Paschke, Ramakrishna 2013) has shown that a claimed invention satisfies
SPL iff it passes the FSTP-Test alias the conjunction of all its 10 FSTP tests (see FIG 2).
Thereby its passing of an FSTP test.m, 2::;m::;10, on top of a subset S" of TT.O 's finite set
of all its BED-in-Cs (= "Binary Elementary Disclosed inventive Concepts" (Schindler,
Paschke, Ramakrishna 2013) implies that it passes all FSTP test.n, l::;n<m, on top of S".
The inverse of this implication needs not to hold. Yet, all whatsoever such inverses
evidently exist on top of exactly those finitely many sets S", which are semi-automatically determinable by having used the FSTP-Test in explorative mode on all finitely
many sets of BED-cr/in-Cs (Schindler, Paschke, Ramakrishna 2013), i.e. not only the
inverses of the 10 FSTP tests, but also the inverses as to all ASTs, all being lexically and
syntactically correct terms of the "program" of the FSTP-Test (Schindler 20l4b).
Hence, for all ASTs also their semantics are formally defined, except those parts
therein provided by the user input into the IES when executing the FSTP-Test in configmode.
PTR dependent, only finitely many (in total few hundred, normally much less) ASTs
exist for a PTR as shown in detail in (Schindler 20l4b). There also is shown that the
ASTs enable to decompose any meaningful FFLN subtest into a conjunction of ASTs.
Though, these many more (finitely many) subtests of the total FFLN test would be
considered, with all likelihood, by the arguing parties as "non-arguable" as being offlogical-meaningfulness .
Note: All ASTs are executable on top of the finitely many and PTR-dependent BEDin-C true subsets S" (see FIG 2). Usually only very few such subsets SIt would exist,
practically between none and 1 to 3 at the most.
An AST's legal and technical correctness is mathematically proven resp. confirmed by
the person of ordinary skill and creativity, and hence also its LAC. But, for reasons
arising in the above mentioned arguing, any AST must be semi-automatically transfor-

med into differing logics and presentations of its peer LAC. I.e., the IES enables in
realtime controlling, by its one or several simultaneous users, the use of any LAC's logics
detailedness and multimedia presentation.
In total: All ASTs are automatically derivable from the PTR-DS and are the blueprints
for all LACs, i.e. one LAC per AST and vice versa. Other LACs don't exist. But normally several different presentations of a LAC would exist.
The next bullet points add some more details to what has been explained already,
sometimes redundantly.
• Any UIE.Y for a LAC.Z may be composed in config-mode by an IES user by invoking
the "stub_HI-UIE.Z" provided by any IES implementation, also for checking the result
of preceding input as to LAC.z, such as the interworking between several sequential
UIE.Ys of a LAC.Z presentation, or its interworking with other LAC.Z presentations .
Thereby any UIE.Y may be composed by the user of one or several sequential "UIE .Y
steps, UIES.Ys ", whereby any UIES may be composed by the user of one or several
sequential "UIES .Y moves, UIESM.Ys" . Any UIE.Y, UIES.Y, and UIESM.Y must be
specified by the user - except the automatic ones, depending on the particular IES
implementation and/or its configuration - as to the functionalities of their 3 resp. HIIIC-IKR-UIE.Ys, HI-I IC-IKR-UIES.Ys, and HI-/IC-IKR-UIESM.Ys.
• Providing the specifications by a user for one of the just mentioned parts of L-UIEs is
(basically) the same on anyone of the 3 Layers and for any L-UIEIUIESIUIEM, i.e.
may be done pretty stereotypically.
• Any IES implementation may enable the set of these ASTs/LACs to be customized as
needed by its user, including their presentation controls.
• Thereby the objective is not limited to providing only LAC.Zs required in justifying
the classical claim construction for a claimed invention - being only LAC.Zs necessary
for showing that it may satisfy SPL - but it is to provide all LAC.Zs sufficient to show
its satisfying SPL, whatever is being questioned reasonably.
• After semi-automatically transforming all AST.Zs into LAC.Zs in a multitude of logics
details and user interaction representations, these LAC.Zs may be invoked
automatically in realtime-mode e.g. by a word spotter of the IES, and/or (semi)automatically by an IES user, whereby this invocation may even comprise specific
UIE.Ys, too. Pertinent ordinary skill knows, e.g. from IVR systems and their audio
pattern spotting and matching functionalities, how in principle to (semi-) automatically
identify in realtime LAC.Zs to be instantly invoked, as the dialog just taking place
generates an indicative pattern. Here such LAC.Z identification and invocation
processes may be substantially supported by the IES calibration providing hints by
issuing, in realtime-mode, graphical and/or acoustic patterns compiled on the basis of a
commonly known automatic thesaurus generation, leveraging on HAST patterns".
• The purpose of LAC.Zs is to convey the information stored in AST.Z to the user and
vice versa - to meet its explicit and/or implicit needs - in a multimedia presentation on
the I/O devices of the IES, which is comprehensible and convenient for it and anytime
controllable by it. Hence, presentations of LAC.z may exist only in the very second
they are generated by the IES, i.e. may be flighty/non-permanent, though they also
may be stored by the IES as multimedia clips and then optionally be output and
receiving input from there.
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• The value set of the index "Z" of AST.Zs in general is independent of that of UIE.Ys,
and this is independent from that of its LACs, whereby the latter index set is bijective
to that of ASTs. E.g.: The indices of ASTs may reflect their locations in the FSTPTest. Then any AST.Z-index-value would be mapped onto that index subset of all the
UIE.Y-values, which support this specific LAC.Z peer to this AST.Z.
• Any pair <AST.Z-index-value, LAC.Z-index-value> may be indexed by the index of
all VIE.Z-values, which glue this AST to this LAC, yielding a triple <AST.Z-indexvalue, LAC.Z-index-value, UIEZ-index-value>. Seen from an IES implementation
point of view, the index set of the UIEs may be much larger than the set of
implemented VIEs, many VIEs may namely be shared between LACs and/or their
presentations .
• These index sets, their subsets, and their associations may be conveyed by the HI-VIEs
of an IES implementation to its user(s), in an implementations specific way in total, in
part, or not at all. As to this index association, it is of no concern that any LAC.Z may
be structured into its individual steps and moves - these are carried by the structure of
the peer UIE.Ys and the peer AST.Z.
• In any case, this internal structure of a LAC.Z is reflected by its set of peer VIE.Zs, i.e.
by its L-VIE.Zs, L = HI, IC, or KR. This structure provides the "raster" to which a
user's control activities as to a LAC.Z may refer, the "synchronization points",
modeled by its IC-UIEZ, available to the user when working with this LAC.Z.
• The elaborations hold also for any PTRFFLN_DS based IES, i.e. for any PTR in which
all relations between finitely many legal norms alias requirements to be met by PTR's
TT.O between its BED inventive concepts making up the TT.O, and between elements
of both these types are of FOL. Any such PTRFFLN_DS would namely be based on a
finite set of tests (such as the 10 FSTP tests of FIG.2 and straightforward to develop
analogously) - just as the peer ASTFFLNS, LACFFLNS, and UIEFFLNS.

3 AS TO THE WORKING OF AN IES
For understanding what mental items are communicated - under what presentation
controls - by LACs between the IES and its user in realtime-mode, i.e. how the IES
eventually works for its user, it is necessary to understand these items' meanings and
these presentation controls, which both are defined in config-mode.
This becomes evident from the below algorithm describing the principle of the working
of the IES.
A) In config-mode, the IES automatically prompts the user - for enabling a UIE.Z to
present in B), controlling the realtime-mode ofthe IES, the LACZ - to
i. identify a KR-UIE.Z capable of accessing the AST.Z to be transformed into
LACZ, and
ii. identify a HI-UIE.Z into which to input what the content and the representations
shall be of LACZ, supposed to represent the transformation of the AST.Z on I/O
devices ofthe IES, and to
iii. identify an IC-UIE.Z and tell it what ofthe LAC presentation controls provided by
the IES should be applied at what points of reading AST.Z and/or ofpresenting it
as this LAC, i.e. the rules for generating a HI-UIE.zfor LACZ

and then automatically generates the content ofthe
HI-UIE.Z : : = <KR-UIE.Z,IC-UIE.Z>, i.e.. the LAC
B) In realtime-mode, the IES automatically prompts the user to
i: identify a HI-UIE.Z of LACZ, and then automatically pres ents the LACZ as of
A)iii..

Assuming the minimal IES capability of this AST to LAC transformation, i.e. a
minimal IES (Schindler 2014c), these definitions consist in determining the contents to
the objects alias instantiations of
• KR-DIEs, i.e. to relations between ASTs and IC-DIEs,
• IC-UIEs, i.e. to relations between IC-UIEs and HI-UIEs,
• HI-UIEs, i.e. to relations of HI-DIEs to MEX items.
The above algorithm evidently needs some explanations, in particular as to its
automatic generation of the LAC. This is provided by the following bullet point list,
which nevertheless starts by outlining in what (exemplary) way the IES is supposed to
support the IES user(s) in an arguing process.
• The HI-UIEs' realtime information representations of a LAC to a user, in response to
e.g. the latter's enquiry about some detail of the PTR-DS, or an FSTP test, or a LAC,
or a UIE instantiation, ... represents the functional kernel of the IES. It serves the
purpose the IES has been developed for: To enable the IES by this LAC to react, in its
response to this question, as if the response were provided by an all-knowing person.
• An acoustical answer may be represented as spoken by a default speaker or e.g. by the
"front man user" or some "back office user" (see below), a graphical answer as actually drawn by one of them, a multimedia answer would combine both. To this end, the
IES enables a user first to acoustically and/or graphically input fragments of the
arguments it later intends to present in its personalized fashion, then to combine these
fragments into what it considers to be a complete legal argument chain, and finally to
invoke the automatic reproduction of this argument. Responding this way to a
listener/viewer of this LAC - to a question it or somebody else had input to the claimed
invention before as a query - then would appear to the listener/viewer as a personal and
potentially multimedia announcement/information of a smart IMR system (IMR =
interactive multimedia response). This "personalization" of the behavior of the claimed
invention's IMR subsystem would comprise that several users may cooperate in jointly
presenting a complex LAC by alternatively speaking or reacting on interposed
questions by answering them immediately - whereby such prompt reactions may be
configured to be interventions and/or accompanying illustrations, always under user
control.
• The term LAC stands for what is commonly understood by it - its broad meaning is
not limited in any other way. In particular, in config-mode any automatically generated
LAC can be smoothened by a user, as to its logics as well as to its presentation , though
the automatic version must not be destroyed.
• The term "user" stands for several persons using the IES - evident in config-mode but
true also in realtime-mode. The latter is explained by the scenario that a lawyer talking
to a court during a hearing about the claimed invention is supported by its "back office
user" watching the hearing for supporting this "front man user" in realtime by selecting
from the sometimes many options the IES offers the one that at this point in time seems
to be the most feasible to take, thus guiding the front man.
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• The IES would execute in config-mode much in realtime-mode all of this whole
process automatically - i.e. of: a) recognizing what enquiry is being asked, ~)
identifying the set of possible answers, y) compiling from the previously input
fragments complete sequences of multimedia outputs controlled by HI-VIEs, which
represent these answers, and thereby 8) recognize when to output which of these
replies. Anyone of these steps a)- 8) may require some interactions with a user or at
least an invocation. These may be different when invoking a VIE instantiation in
different modi, e.g. i) in explorative/calibrating mode, ii) in reply preparing mode, and
iii) in reply mode, whereby this invocation may in between interact with the user iv) in
some elaboration mode and thereafter v) in a consolidation mode.
• The IES implementation may provide "HI-VIE prototypes" of all such user
interactions a)-y) in i)-v), as well as macros for the stereotypically recurring parts of
them, such as repeating some passage in other words or particularly slowly, or skipping
momentarily boring details, or prompting a user to continue, or asking for confirmation
the understanding of the just said, or .... But, LACs may also be presented by their
default configurations coming with any FSTP-Test of a claimed invention. These
prototype interactions are fine for inputting/defining/configuring specific VIE
instantiations by a user for its personalization of the IES and/or its LACs for adapting
them to the specificities of the actual PTR-DS under test - but normally these
prototypes' functioning is far from what a front man user ideally would like to use
when actually arguing, e.g. in a court hearing, about testing a model based claimed
invention for its satisfying SPL.
• The input and commands provided by the user to the IES must have, for being
understandable by it, some before given - i.e. a priori defined or by calibrating of the
IES - alphabet (vocabulary)/syntax/s emantics/pragmatics.
• These general explanations of the working of the IES facilitate understanding the
explanations of the above mentioned automatic LAC generation by the IES, being a
derivation from its peer AST and its further representation adaptation according to the
directives previously input by a user. As evident from FIG 2, the 10 FSTP tests may be
seen as simple flow charts, connecting a small set of I/O operations and AST access
operations of the IES, whereby the AST accesses exert the control in any flow chart
(i.e. there are no HI-UIEs yet). Any graph description language is capable of describing
these flow charts, many of them being automatically translatable into code executable
by the IES. For an AST.Z of a claimed invention under test (more precisely: for an
AST.Z of its automatically determined set of ASTs), this program is clearly structured
by the just mentioned claimed invention independent I/O operations and AST access
operations - though the content conveyed by both would be claimed invention
dependent - whereby these operations provide the synchronization points required by
the HI-VIE.z (and IC-UIE.Z) for linking its default and user provided execution
control functionalities to the just generated program. The execution by the IES of this
program system then provides the expected SPL testing service to a user, i.e. in
particular the automatically generated LAC.Z - then changeable, as outlined above.
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